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Rhyme ri yue deng is an isorhyme rhymic dictionary written by lv weiqi and 
lvweigao in the late Ming Dynasty. The entire book is composed by three sections: 
Rhyme,TongWenDuo & The key of Rhyme,which are independent but also  
connected closely.If we want to know the pronunciation of Rhyme ri yue deng we 
have to learn all of the three sections.However, Previous researchers paid too much 
attention on TongWenDuo and The key of Rhyme.In this paper,I will discuss all of 
them and pay much more attion on The key of Rhyme,especially Yidu word. 
This paper is made up by five parts.In Chapter One,I will introduce the author of  
Rhyme ri yue deng and its study condition,the methods of studing,also the origin and 
the value of Yidu word .T. In Chapter Two,I will introduce the phonetic notation  
method and the kind of Yidu word and its basic situation. In Chapter Three,I will talk 
about The change of consonant, rhyme and intonation of Rhyme ri yue deng’s Yidu 
word.Inputted all yidu words into computer and analysed them.Finally,compared them 
with GuangYun.I surprised by the change of pronunciation, take the [–p-t-k] as tail 
vowels of Rusheng had disappeared for example.The value and significance of 
Rhyme ri yue deng’s Yidu word on the late Ming Dynasty and early Qing Dynasty 
will be shown in Chapter Four.And also,I will discuss the contribution on Yidu word 
of Rhyme ri yue deng’s Yidu word in Chapter Five.At the end,reach to a conclusion 
on the characteristics and disadvantages of Rhyme ri yue deng’s Yidu word and 
forecast its future study. 
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攻:三音一叶 1 治也。击也。伐也。习也。坚也。善也。2 又平冬沽宗切义
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